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How Might Today's Stimulus Shape the Future?  

Key Takeaways 

• The federal government has spent trillions of dollars on economic stimulus programs to offset 

shutdowns related to COVID-19 and is now seeking to spend more, adding to a record high national 

debt. 

• To further stimulate growth and bolster markets, the Federal Reserve has lowered interest rates and 

bought financial assets. 

• The potential long-term impact of these government policies on inflation and economic growth will be 

an area of focus in the future. 

• A short-term rise in year-on-year inflation is likely, as the economy expands after shrinking in 2020. 

 

The U.S. economy likely will remain split in early 2020, with manufacturing and business investment still 

struggling amid trade uncertainty, but services activity and consumer spending healthy. 

A resolution of the U.S.-China trade war could reverse business uncertainty and unleash investment. 

However, a global recession could occur if the manufacturing slowdown spreads to jobs and consumers.  

Ten-year Treasury bond yields should move higher in 2020, assuming recession fears continue to decline. 

Barring a setback on trade, 10-year yields could rise to the 2.25% to 2.5% area.  

The global slowdown that began in early 2018 is nearing an end, according to our economists, who forecast 

3.4% global GDP growth in 2020. The modest increase from 2019’s expected growth of 3.1% will be driven 

by easier financial conditions, a US-China trade de tente, and reduced Brexit uncertainty. 

Since 2020, when economic activity began to shut down amid concerns about the spread of COVID-19, the 

federal government has slashed interest rates and committed to spend trillions of dollars to try to offset the 

impact on businesses, consumers, municipal governments, and financial markets. In response, stocks have 

risen, liquidity has increased in bond markets, and volatility in many markets has fallen. 

The long-term impact this ongoing massive policy response will have on markets and the economy remains 

unknown. To get an idea of how deficit spending and low rates might shape the future, though, we can look 

at how similar policies have shaped the recent past. 

Monetary stimulus: Good for stocks 

As the global financial crisis unfolded in 2008, central banks around the world cut interest rates and 

purchased bonds to stimulate economic growth, increase liquidity in financial markets, prevent deflation, 

and avoid a second Great Depression. 
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While growth eventually recovered in most countries and industries and prices of assets such as US stocks 

rose to record heights, many financial crisis-era policies were never abandoned. In some cases, such as the 

European sovereign debt crisis in 2011 and 2012, policymakers expanded these policies to include 

purchases of a wider variety of assets and even the adoption of negative interest rates under which 

investors effectively paid central banks for the privilege of lending money to them. 

Stocks have benefited from unconventional monetary policies. The recovery of the S&P 500 that 

accompanied the revival of asset purchases, liquidity injections, and interest rate cuts since March echoes 

its performance following the financial crisis. In March 2009, the S&P began what would become a record-

setting bull market after the Fed cut rates to between zero and 0.25% and began adding what would 

eventually be trillions of dollars' worth of liquidity into the financial system. 

Stocks have generally benefited from unconventional monetary policies 

Major policy actions by central banks 

 

Fed: Federal Reserve. BOE: Bank of England. ECB: European Central Bank, BOJ: Bank of Japan. PBOC: 

People's Bank of China. Source: Official government statistics, Weybridge Assets Asset Research Team 

(WAART), data as of 2/13/2020. All indices represented are unmanaged. Past performance is no guarantee 

of future results.  

But while central bank interventions support stocks, they also contribute to a more modest outlook for 

bond returns, uncertainty regarding long-term inflation, and greater risk-taking by investors. Due to these 

policies, the total global value of bonds with negative yields rose from zero in 2015 to $17 trillion in 2019. 

These negative and low yields on high-quality bonds that traditionally attract savers have pushed 

conservative investors into stocks and higher-risk, higher-yielding bonds. 
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Besides setting super-low rates, central banks are making large-scale purchases of not only government 

but also corporate bonds, even some with below-investment-grade credit ratings. 

These bond purchases also raise questions about whether inflation will eventually result from 

governments injecting more money to fund continued asset purchases. 

Weybridge Assets Managing Director of Research Abraham Childs believes investors need to account for 

risks from both inflation and deflation. "The long-term ramifications of extraordinary policies are highly 

uncertain, but we see a rising probability of an unprecedented regime shift in economic growth, inflation, 

or both," he says. 

Lars Schuster, Institutional Portfolio Manager with Strategic Advisers LLC says, “I would expect to see an 

increase in year-over-year inflation in the coming month or so. Some of that will reflect the very low 

inflation we experienced in spring 2020, as the economy shut down. In spite of this, I have very few 

concerns of inflation being a near-term concern for the economy because wage growth is low. But the 

potential long-term impact on inflation will be an area of focus as we emerge from the pandemic." 

How low for how long? 

Does the expansion of central bank balance sheets and government spending mean the US will follow 

Europe and Japan in keeping rates near zero or even negative? 

The Federal Reserve has indicated that while negative rates are unlikely, it intends to keep rates low while 

the economy recovers and will not raise rates to head off a rise in inflation. 

Abraham Childs points out that central banks have already struggled trying to unwind their extraordinary 

policies and raise rates. "The Fed's interventions into markets have reinforced investors' perception that 

central banks will routinely provide liquidity to quell volatile markets," he says. 

Since last February, the US debt has increased by $4.4 trillion, the money supply by $3.8 trillion, and the 

Fed’s balance sheet by $3.3 trillion. With another round of fiscal stimulus spending on the way, the fiscal 

policy response since the pandemic started will soon exceed $5 trillion. 

This increased spending has come after the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) had forecast the 

government would spend $1 trillion more than it would collect in taxes in 2020. That deficit would have 

represented roughly 4.6% of total US GDP, but the CBO now estimates virus-related spending pushed that 

number to $3.3 trillion or 16%. That compares with an average of 3% over the past 50 years. 

Opinions vary widely about how dangerous deficits are. One controversial but increasingly popular 

economic philosophy known as Modern Monetary Theory* even holds that countries such as the US, whose 

currencies are not backed by assets such as gold reserves, are never at risk of defaulting on their debts 

because they can always increase the money supply. 
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Schuster says, "Longer-term, higher national debt may likely lead to slower growth and low interest rates, 

but we believe they are extremely unlikely to lead to near-term concerns on the creditworthiness of the US 

government." 

What's next? 

The policy response to COVID by the government and the Fed has been, and continues to be, bullish for risk 

assets and inflation expectations—especially now that we appear to be on the path toward herd immunity. 

With another massive stimulus spending program on the way as soon as March 2021, a market consensus 

has emerged regarding the second half of 2021: “An inflationary boom could result from the combination of 

COVID infections falling, vaccinations rising, ongoing massive fiscal stimulus, pent-up consumer demand, 

and low interest rates, so far there hasn’t been much change in economic activity, but with vaccines being 

rolled out at a fast clip, hopefully this output gap will close sooner rather than later.” 

Ideas 

To help navigate whatever the future may hold, we at Weybridge Assets believe you should have a 

diversified mix of investments and diversify your portfolio within those different types of investments. 

We suggest you, on your own or with your Weybridge Assets Wealth Manager define your goals and time 

frame, take stock of your tolerance for risk, and choose a mix of stocks, bonds, and short-term investments 

that you consider appropriate for your investing goals. 
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Bond Market Outlook 2021: A Winter's Tale 

Low interest rates are creating a cooler climate. Here’s how to prepare. 

Key Takeaways 

• Low interest rates may adversely affect both bond prices and bond yields in 2021. 

• Among US investment grade, high-yield, and convertible corporate bonds, the latter may offer income-

seeking investors the most opportunities in the new year. 

• If you’re looking to bonds for ballast, consider high-quality, longer duration bonds. 

• Professional investment managers may find opportunities for generating income despite pessimism 

about interest rates. 

  

2020 was a good year for bond prices and for investors who seek bonds to preserve capital. Despite the 

damage done during an extraordinary week in March when COVID-19 cases spiked, many governors shut 

down their states, and investors sold anything they could to raise cash, the Bloomberg Barclays US 

Aggregate Bond index, which tracks the broad US bond market, returned 7.36% as of December 11, 2020. 

That’s nearly double the index’s 10-year annualized return of 3.86%. Bond prices rise when yields fall, 

which they’d been doing gradually since 2018, and abruptly when the Federal Reserve slashed interest 

rates in 2020. "Fixed income effectively pulled forward a couple years’ worth of returns last year," says 

Director of Operations & Discretionary Accounts Mr. James Tyler in Weybridge Assets fixed income group. 

But much as the ebullience of New Year's Eve gives way to a chilly January, the bountiful bond market of 

2020—and the bull market in bonds that has run since the 1980s—may give way to tougher times for bond 

investors in 2021. Weybridge Assets Asset Research Team says returns for many categories of bonds are 

likely to be lower than their historical averages as the Federal Reserve's low interest rate policy starts to 

bite. Surveying this landscape, Director of Operations & Discretionary Accounts Mr. James Tyler also says, 

"We think this may be an alpha winter where there are no obvious high-yielding investment choices among 

investment-grade bonds." 

How low interest rates are cooling the bond outlook 

The Fed's interest rate policies are playing a key role in cooling bond markets in 2021 and beyond. The low 

return expectations in 2021 reflect moves the Fed made in 2020: Cutting interest rates to multi-decade 

lows and restarting its purchases of bonds that it began during the global financial crisis. 

In March, the Fed cut the rate on 10-year Treasury bills from 2% to 0.5%. That decision to adopt ultra-low 

rates matters because roughly half the yield of a typical corporate bond is determined by Treasury 10-year 

rates. Super-low rates also matter because they limit the amount that prices can rise and deprive bonds of 

their ability to increase the value of an investor’s portfolio. For bond prices to rise, yields need to fall as 

they have been since 1981. Now, with yields approaching zero, they aren’t likely to fall much further. 
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Central banks in Japan and Europe have lowered interest rates below zero, but the Fed’s leaders have said 

they don't believe negative interest rates are right for the US. Instead, they have pledged to keep rates low 

for the next several years, even if short term inflation increases and GDP spikes. This represents a historic 

change in policy because the Fed has used rate increases to keep inflation under control since the 1980s. 

James Tyler points out that the yield on the 10-year Treasury note has historically tended to track the 

inflation-adjusted annual growth rate of US economic growth. He believes growth is likely to be tepid for 

the foreseeable future, making it hard for yields to rise back to historically average levels. "GDP growth is 

the sum of 2 things: growth in the labour force and growth in productivity," he explains. "The US population 

is aging and that reduces both, so it's hard to see how we could get growth back above 3% sustainably. 

After the economy reopens and COVID-impacted sectors recalibrate, we will have spikes of growth and 

inflation as the economy comes back, but it will be hard to see GDP much above 3% growth on a persistent 

basis. It's the same story in Japan, Germany, China—all the world’s big economies are getting older." 

Bonds for ballast 

How you should dress your portfolio while you wait for this cooler bond market to warm up depends on 

the role bonds play in your mix of assets. This is a good time to review your bond allocation, and to take 

steps to improve its ability to fulfill its intended role. 

If you hold fixed income as ballast against stock-market pullbacks, consider sticking with high-quality 

bonds rather than chasing yield—and catching risk—in bonds with lower credit quality. Prices of lower-

quality, higher-yielding bonds have historically tended to move up and down together with stock prices, 

making them less potent as diversifiers. On the other hand, high-quality bonds historically have had low or 

negative correlations to stocks and their prices have tended to rise during large stock-market declines. 

However, low yields make it harder for high-quality bonds to offset big drops in stocks. “If a Treasury 

bond’s yield falls from 3% to 1% during a stock downturn,” says Tyler, “the bond’s price would increase as a 

multiple of that 2-point decrease. But Treasurys with maturities less than 10 years yield less than 1%, so 

there’s less potential for price appreciation that could help offset losses in the stock market.” 

Investors focused on diversifying stock-heavy portfolios may want to consider longer-term bonds, which 

offer both modestly higher yields than shorter-term securities and low correlations to stocks. Be aware, 

however, that longer-term bonds can be significantly more volatile than shorter-term securities and may 

lose value if interest rates rise. 

Private wealth manager Daniel Goodbourne says convertible bonds provide another option for those who 

look to bonds for capital appreciation while also managing risk. “Convertibles offer the potential for capital 

appreciation like stocks, but also potential downside protection in case an issuer defaults. Because 

convertibles are considered bonds and as such their holders are first in line to be paid if the issuer becomes 

insolvent. Convertible bond prices can fall if interest rates rise and stock prices decline, but they are less 

sensitive to such changes than both stocks and traditional corporate bonds,” he says. 
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Bonds for income 

For those who own bonds as a source of income, super-low rates are complicating the challenge of finding 

that income without taking on uncomfortable levels of risk. 

That need to seek return in riskier assets combined with the rising hope for a return to business-as-usual 

may lure some income-seeking investors toward the higher-yielding, lower-credit bonds that started to 

outperform late in 2020. “I think we might be at the beginning of an economic recovery, and that typically is 

a good time to add high-yield bonds,” says Tyler. “That said, we are still in for a period of uncertainty due to 

the pandemic and economic recovery and valuations are reflecting a very strong economy with very few 

risks, so it makes sense to be judicious regarding how much risk to take.” 

Tyler notes that many bonds issued by energy companies and companies such as airlines and restaurants 

that remain challenged by COVID concerns may continue to offer sizable yield premiums. However, they 

also may present significant default risk. “You have to make sure the companies have enough capital to pay 

their debts and get to the other side of the crisis. It’s important to understand why a bond offers a high 

yield,” says Tyler. That means analyzing company fundamentals, liquidity, the industry’s outlook, and other 

factors. If you are willing and able to do your own research, a wide variety of articles from our media 

Centre on https://www.weybridgeassets.com can help. Otherwise, consider investing with a bond manager 

that performs deep credit analysis in order to seek securities that can make it past the pandemic—and can 

help support investors’ income in the meantime. 

Finding ideas 

The extraordinary and mostly unexpected events of 2020 underline the riskiness of making forecasts for 

2021, but also the riskiness of not being ready for whatever may come. For 2021, our bond pros are 

preparing for some stormy weather with a likelihood of low rates, low returns and volatility. 

In this environment, maintaining a well-diversified portfolio of stocks and bonds may be as important as 

ever to help you reach your goals. If you’re looking to bonds for diversification, consider high-quality, 

longer duration bonds. But remember, diversification and asset allocation do not ensure a profit or 

guarantee against loss. 

If you're considering individual bonds, be sure to do your research as the bond market is big and diverse, 

and getting the best prices can be tricky. 

If you're seeking income, make sure to consider the potential risks as well as the potential rewards of high-

yield bonds. 
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Quarterly Market Update: Hopeful Expectations  

The vaccine rollout and a rebound in earnings could support economic growth. 

Key Takeaways 

• Economic activity remains below 2019 levels in most countries, but the COVID-19 vaccine rollout may 

support a broadening of the global economic expansion. 

• In aggregate, US consumers are better situated to weather the near-term economic lull, making a 

double-dip recession unlikely, in our view. 

• Investors expect profits in the hardest-hit sectors in 2020 to rebound sharply and for the overall 

market to fully reclaim its pre-pandemic earnings levels by the end of 2021.1 

• Forward price-to-earnings ratios (P/Es) indicate expectations for the US to remain above its long-term 

average while non-US developed and emerging markets move back closer to theirs, suggesting a 

relatively favorable long-term outlook for non-US stocks. 

   

A reflation rally powered riskier assets to strong gains in Q4, with the Russell 2000® US small cap and 

MSCI Emerging Markets indexes leading the way. For 2020 overall, the sharp second-half recovery resulted 

in above-average, double-digit, full-year returns, with the S&P 500® and, again, emerging-markets equity 

out front. Assets generally perceived to be safer also prospered, as gold and long-duration bonds benefited 

from monetary stimulus and a drop in real yields, and all bond categories generated solid returns. 

By several measures, 2020 represents one of the most volatile periods in history for US stock prices. The 

entire year was characterized by frequent, large, daily price swings in both directions, and implied 

volatility remained elevated throughout. Compared with other recessionary sell-offs in recent decades, 

2020 also marked the swiftest drop as well as the quickest, sharpest bounce back to prior peak. 

Despite the recent US surge in COVID-19 cases, financial markets continued to recover from pandemic- and 

recession-related declines experienced in the first half of the year. The cyclical outlook for most economies 

is constructive amid maturing recoveries, supportive policies, and with vaccine-assisted reopenings on the 

horizon. However, lofty asset valuations, combined with policy and inflation uncertainty, may keep 

volatility elevated in 2021. 

The US and most other major economies entered 2021 in maturing recoveries. Some face near-term, virus-

related headwinds, whereas China’s progress is advanced due partly to its quicker emergence from 

lockdowns. Activity remains below 2019 levels in most countries, but the prospect of a vaccine-assisted full 

reopening over the coming year has us constructive on continued broadening of the global economic 

expansion. In aggregate, US consumers are better situated to weather the near-term economic lull, making 

a double-dip recession unlikely, in our view. 
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The broad-based rise in prices for financial assets and housing boosted US household net worth by more 

than 10% from March to September of 2020. Consumers accumulated more than $1.4 trillion of excess 

savings during 2020 due to reduced spending plus income gains from fiscal stimulus. 

Versus most past recessions, manufacturing activity in the US declined less and recovered faster than did 

services activity. The recent surge in new COVID-19 cases suggests that services industries and small 

businesses hit hardest by virus-related restrictions may continue to lose momentum over the rest of winter, 

leaving them far below normal activity levels but still well above the troughs experienced in the spring of 

2020. 

After 2020’s steep earnings decline, investors expect profits in the hardest-hit sectors to rebound sharply 

and for the overall market to fully reclaim its pre-pandemic earnings levels by the end of 2021. Earnings 

estimates were revised higher during the second half of 2020, helped by vaccine-related optimism. If 

earnings meet expectations, we could see a significantly faster recovery versus past recessions. 

Headline CPI halved to 1% by year-end, primarily from weak demand and the deceleration in the shelter 

component of CPI. (CPI stands for Consumer Price Index.) Labor market slack remains high, with the 

employment-to-population ratio improved but still near its lowest point in more than 3 decades. Weak 

growth in wages and rents likely will keep inflation subdued in the near term, but a reopening boost may 

help sustain the 2020 rise in long-run consumer inflation expectations. 

Government intervention and long-term inflation 

Over the course of 2020, global central banks injected nearly $8 trillion of liquidity into financial markets. 

Most of this came in the form of quantitative easing (QE), helping support asset prices. The pace of balance-

sheet expansion has lately been less forceful than it was at the beginning of the pandemic, but the Federal 

Reserve’s monthly asset purchases of $120 billion and its commitment to keep rates low continue to 

support asset-market liquidity. 

At the end of 2020, the US government approved roughly $900 billion of additional emergency fiscal 

stimulus, providing important support to counter pandemic-limited economic activity. Absent additional 

support, the very large 2020 fiscal deficit is projected to tighten during 2021. Coupled with severe budget 

shortfalls among state and local governments, ongoing federal support may be needed to avoid a fiscal drag 

on the economy. 

In winning control of the federal government, Democrats may be inclined and able to raise high-multiplier 

government spending. Fiscal multipliers—estimates of the increase in economic activity generated by fiscal 

stimulus—tend to be stronger during periods of easy monetary policy and economic weakness. High-

multiplier spending may also be more inflationary. 

We believe the longstanding global regime of relatively stable and investment-friendly policies, politics, and 

regulation is nearing an end. Rising populism, geopolitical destabilisation, and de-globalisation pressures 

are key drivers of this change. Over the longer term, we expect greater government intervention may 
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inhibit corporate profitability, distort market signals, and lead to higher political risk in investment 

decisions throughout the world. 

Recent decades’ dramatic worldwide rise in public and private debt, for instance, reflects monetary and 

fiscal policymakers’ proclivity to use low interest rates and government support in an attempt to boost 

growth rates. Meanwhile, deteriorating demographics among most advanced economies have been 

heightening fiscal pressure to increase pension and health care spending, and already elevated levels of 

government debt/GDP are likely to rise much further. We believe greater policy experimentation and “peak 

globalization” trends will eventually cause long-term inflation to rise faster than expected. 

Asset markets: Continued broad-based recovery across asset 

categories 

Almost all asset categories posted positive returns for Q4, with leadership shifting toward small-cap and 

value stocks, non-US markets, and sectors such as energy and financials. Even so, large cap US growth, 

including tech stocks, still finished atop the 2020 leaderboard. Riskier fixed income credit segments, such 

as high-yield and EM debt, maintained their strong rally in Q4, but long-duration bonds and TIPS were 

ahead for 2020 overall. 

A bullish reversal in market sentiment in the second half of 2020, combined with easy monetary policies, 

catalysed a sizable rise in asset valuations across most major categories. These valuations—from high P/E 

ratios for stocks to low Treasury bond yields—are among the most extreme on record. After 2 straight 

years of valuation-driven stock rallies, a strong earnings recovery could be critical to the outlook. 

Price-to-earnings ratios across all major global regions finished the year well above their long-term 

historical valuation averages. Forward P/Es indicate expectations for the US to remain above its long-term 

average while non-US developed and emerging markets move back closer to theirs, suggesting a relatively 

favorable long-term outlook for non-US stocks. Despite depreciating for a third quarter in a row, the US 

dollar still appears relatively expensive versus most major currencies. 

US 10-year Treasury yields rose about 20 basis points during Q4 but remained roughly one percentage 

point lower versus 2020’s start. Inflation expectations continued to recover and finished at their highest 

levels of 2020. Credit spreads tightened across fixed income asset classes for the third quarter in a row, 

with almost all categories ending the year below their long-term averages. During 2020, extraordinary 

central bank accommodation in both the Treasury and credit markets put downward pressure on rates and 

spreads, helping push bond yields in high-quality debt categories near their lowest levels on record. 

The business cycle can be a critical determinant of asset performance over the intermediate term. Stocks 

have consistently performed better earlier in the cycle, whereas bonds tend to outperform during 

recession. While we believe a business cycle approach to actively managed asset allocation can add value, 

portfolio returns are expected to even out over the long term (more than 10 years), regardless of the 

starting point of the cycle phase 
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International Investing in 2021 

Exploring markets beyond the US could reward careful investors. 

Key Takeaways 

• International stocks may offer US investors attractive potential returns and portfolio diversification in 

2021. 

• Emerging market stocks may benefit from both an economic recovery and a weak US dollar.  

• International investing also may expose investors to a variety of risks. 

• Professional management may help US investors gain the potential benefits of international stock 

investing while managing the risks. 

 

While media coverage may give the impression that the US is the center of everything from COVID cases, to 

political polarization, to a high-flying stock market, a world beyond the US exists too. As 2021 begins, the 

world’s other 192 countries are looking forward to COVID-19 vaccines and a global economic recovery 

which may yield both opportunities and risks for US investors. Those opportunities stem from stock prices 

that are relatively low compared with the US and a recovery that is more well established in some 

economies outside the US. 

The risks stem mostly from the persistence and unknown potential trajectory of COVID-19 and from 

geopolitical uncertainty. An example: rising tensions between the US and an increasingly assertive China as 

well as between China and countries such as the UK, Australia, and Canada. 

Those geopolitical risks have been brought home to US investors with the executive order that bars them 

from owning shares in Chinese companies that the Pentagon says aid China’s military and spy agencies. 

But while risks exist, there may also be opportunities abroad in 2021. While the extraordinary—and 

mostly unexpected—events of 2020 underline the riskiness of making forecasts for the year ahead, many 

countries are recovering from an unprecedented global recession and some trends are emerging that may 

help investors set realistic expectations for 2021. 

Though the COVID-19 pandemic continues, some economies, particularly in Asia, are showing signs of 

improvement. Meanwhile, some companies and industries have been impacted far less than others and 

their strengths could translate into rising stock prices as growth resumes. 

Why international—and why now? 

The strong recovery in US stocks since a massive sell-off in March 2020 reflects the abundance of liquidity 

injected into the financial system by the Federal Reserve. While many governments have adopted stimulus 

policies to battle the COVID-related recession, the effects on markets outside the US have been less 
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pronounced. Many international stocks represent relative bargains, which suggests they may offer 

opportunities for attractive returns as well as providing diversification for US investors’ portfolios. 

Herr Otto Schneider Private Wealth Manager (Western Europe) says several reasons make him believe 

international stocks may be more attractive than US stocks for the next year or two. “The first,” he says, “is 

history.” US stocks have outperformed the rest of the world for much of the past decade, but not over longer 

time periods. In fact, international stocks, represented by the MSCI All Country World ex-USA Index, have 

handily outperformed the S&P 500® for most multiyear periods. “I think it’s a matter of time before the 

longer-term trend wins out,” says Schneider. 

The second reason is that prices of international stocks are low relative to those of US stocks, according to 

Schneider. Price-to-earnings (P/E) ratios of US stocks are above their long-term historical averages, dating 

back to 1926. Meanwhile, the P/E ratios of non-US developed-market stocks and emerging market stocks 

are below their respective long-term average. 

To be sure, though, while history may be on the side of international stocks, the future is not the past and 

the international order may operate differently as COVID recedes. The virus’s impact on transnational 

supply chains; the free movement of goods, people, and capital; trade policy and international law are all 

still evolving in ways that may have implications for investors. 

Investors who recognise the diversification benefits of investing in international stocks should think 

carefully about the variegated nature of the opportunities lurking behind the label “international stocks.” 

Indeed, in 2021, it may be more useful to think of international investment opportunities as falling into 2 

separate categories. emerging and developed market stocks. For investing ideas in each one, click on the 

tabs. 

Finding ideas 

The extraordinary—and mostly unexpected—events of 2020 underline the riskiness of making forecasts 

for 2021, but also the riskiness of not being ready for whatever may come. With that in mind, maintaining a 

well-diversified portfolio of stocks and bonds may be as important as ever to help you reach your goals, and 

diversifying across geographies can help you do that. 

Those who want to invest outside the US can get professionally managed exposure through both passive 

and active investment funds. Actively managed funds that practice rigorous research can potentially help 

you gain exposure to industries, companies, and geographies that offer opportunity while avoiding those 

that don’t. 

Whatever your international investing goals, professionally managed mutual funds or separately managed 

accounts can help you. 
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What to Do About Interest Rates in 2021  

Key Takeaways 

• Interest rates moved to historical lows in 2020 and are expected to stay low in 2021. 

• Take the time to review your debt and the interest rates you pay on it; see where you have opportunity 

to shop for lower rates. 

• Mortgage interest rates are expected to stay low, so you may want to consider the opportunities for 

refinancing or home purchase. 

• You may want to consider your credit card choices based on new offers and permanent changes to your 

spending habits. 

• Federal student loan borrowers may want to wait and see what happens next with loan relief before 

deciding on further actions. 

• Savers concerned about low interest rates may want to look at their retirement income strategies.

   

You may have missed a big-ticket item on your holiday shopping list: interest rates. 

But no worries, because you can add this to your money to-do list for 2021 and still try to lock in some 

savings. 

Most consumer financial products like mortgages and savings accounts are influenced by Federal Reserve 

actions, which moved its federal funds rate to basically zero in March 2020 when COVID-19 took hold in the 

US. Economic indicators point to the Fed holding around this level for some time. 

Forecasting what will happen to interest rates is hard, though, and after such a chaotic time in 2020, 

everyone is shy about predicting the future. But even if the economy roars back and there are hints of 

inflation, which usually spurs the Federal Reserve to increase its rates, that may not happen so fast in this 

current environment. 

“The typical Fed playbook may not look quite the same this time around, and they may wait a lot longer 

before they start raising rates,” says Mr. Adam Fields head of Media and Research at Weybridge Assets. 

That means if you have a savings account, credit card, or any kind of loan, then you have buying power as a 

consumer and you can shop around for rates. 

“There’s lots of competition. I think all of these markets are somewhat good if you’re borrowing,” says 

Tendayi Kapfidze, chief economist at LendingTree.com, an online loan marketplace. 

If your main concern is saving and historic low rates are the last thing you want, there are also ways you 

can shop around and rethink your income-oriented investment strategies. 

Here’s how interest rates could affect your key personal finance categories in 2021. 
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Mortgage loans 

High demand and low supply have been driving up housing prices, and both of those factors have only been 

exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic. People quarantined in cities have been desperate to move and 

interest rates averaging below 3% for a 30-year fixed mortgage make the prospect enticing. You may also 

be considering refinancing if you can get a lower rate but aren’t sure how long you’ll stay in your current 

home, given the uncertainty in the world. 

The Mortgage Bankers Association, for one, forecasts that rates will remain steady and end up only as high 

as 3.2% for a 30-year fixed rate mortgage by the end of 2021.*  Director of Operations & Discretionary 

Accounts Mr. James Tyler, says the Federal Reserve could counter a rise in mortgage yields. “The Fed would 

probably lean into that because they want to keep those costs as low as possible,” Tyler says. 

The best thing to do? Make some calls or go to an online loan marketplace and get real-time pricing 

information on your options. If you can drop your rate by half a percent or more, it might be worth it, 

depending on the fees and your overall financial picture. “Don’t negotiate against yourself,” says Tyler. “The 

best thing you can do is talk to a lender or shop around and have a professional tell you what your 

prospects for rates are.” 

Credit cards 

Small shifts in interest rates won’t change your credit card payments much. If the Fed raises its federal 

funds rate a quarter of a point—a typical bump when rates are on the rise—your credit card interest rate 

will also probably go up. But even if you owed $10,000, that would only shift your monthly interest 

payment by a couple of dollars. 

There are other dynamics going on in the credit card marketplace that could matter more to you. For one 

thing, credit card issuers have been trying a lot of different tactics to entice consumers because of changing 

spending habits during the pandemic. You may be able to shop around and find an offer that suits your 

needs, such as discounts on takeout and delivery services, groceries, and all sorts of other non-travel 

rewards. “The issuers have thrown an awful lot of spaghetti against the wall, seeing what cardholders want 

now,” says Matt Schulz, chief credit analyst at LendingTree. 

You may also want to consider suspending or downgrading travel rewards cards that you don’t foresee 

using much in 2021. You may be able to avoid the fee or replace the card with one that has cash-back 

rewards and no annual fee. “It never hurts to ask, especially now, when banks want to hold onto good 

customers,” says Schulz. 

Your best option for action on your credit cards may be to take advantage of low interest rates and high 

savings rates to pay down debt and keep it gone. 
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Student loans 

The market for student loans is split into federal and private lenders, but borrowers need to consider a lot 

more than just the basic interest rate before taking any actions in 2021. For one thing, some kind of relief 

for federal student borrowers may be on the way in the new Joe Biden administration, but the ultimate 

substance of a program is unclear, and may remain unclear for some time to come. 

Borrowers considering other actions, like forbearance, need to consider their overall financial picture. 

Forbearance typically allows you to delay payments for a period, but the principal gets tacked onto the 

back end of the loan. “It makes your debt bigger in the long run,” says James Tyler. 

For those shopping rates on refinancing private loans, the overall economic conditions in the US could 

affect lending. If borrowers start defaulting on loans in big numbers, opportunities might dry up, as the 

rates you are charged are not just a reflection of prevailing market rates but also confidence that loans can 

and will be paid back. “If lenders get more concerned about credit quality, you'll see lending standards 

tightening.”  

Car loans 

The car loan market for both new and used car purchases is similar to the mortgage market in that interest 

rates are low by historical standards, there’s plenty of competition, and there has been a surge in demand, 

especially for used cars, while supply has been low. Your individual financing offer will depend on a lot of 

factors—from the car particulars to your credit history and current income—so the options will range from 

incentive pricing at 0% up to 5%, and beyond. 

“The key to maximizing your benefit is taking advantage of competition by talking to multiple folks and 

making them bid for your business,” says Tyler. 

Savings 

What’s good for borrowers is not necessarily good for savers, as interest rates on savings accounts have 

fallen to around 0.5% from a recent peak of close to 3%, even though the Fed hasn’t moved its rates since 

last March. 

For retirees and others, not having good returns on cash savings can be a big blow if they are trying not to 

consume the principal of their nest egg. As rates go down, your income stream from dividends and interest 

goes down too. That makes it important to budget your retirement income needs, and also be careful with 

your cash allocations in your overall portfolio strategy. 

“There will be bumps in the road. This coming year, we could have the saving rate fall and the spending rate 

go up, and we’ll see how much the markets test the Fed’s willingness to intervene.” 
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One option to consider is using your cash reserves that aren’t needed for an emergency fund or a specific 

savings goal to pay down debt. That way, if interest rates rise again, you could be in a much better place 

financially. 

Bottom line 

The start of a new year is always a good time to look at your overall financial picture and see where you 

need to make adjustments. Part of this should be reviewing all of your debt and the interest rates you pay 

on it. There’s help available from financial professionals and online calculators to pinpoint your needs and 

figure out your best strategies. 
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2021: Reflation, Reopening & Readjustment  

Investors are looking forward to a broadening expansion but volatility may be likely. 

Key Takeaways 

• Most global economies entered 2021 in early-cycle recoveries, with a prospective economic reopening 

likely to lead to a broadening expansion as the year unfolds. 

• The winter rise in virus cases represents a strong near-term headwind but is unlikely to cause a 

double-dip recession. 

• Global monetary policy remains highly accommodative and supportive of asset prices, but the fiscal 

policy outlook is more uncertain. 

• Amid positive vaccine news, investors’ expectations for a full economic reopening have underpinned a 

reflation trade driving Treasury yields and stock prices higher. 

• With higher asset valuations already reflecting positive expectations for reopening, financial markets 

may be influenced heavily by the trajectory of policy, inflation, and real interest rates; therefore, some 

volatility is likely. 

   

MACROECONOMIC BACKDROP: CONSTRUCTIVE CYCLE PROGRESSION DESPITE WINTER 
DOLDRUMS 

 

The global business cycle began 2021 in recovery mode. 

• Most major economies exited brief but sharp recessions during the third quarter and have generally 

made improvements since the first half of 2020. 

• China’s progression is ahead of most other economies, in part because of its quicker emergence from 

lockdowns and the rapid recovery in global manufacturing, as shown in the illustration, Business cycle 

framework. 

• The US economy appears to be progressing toward the mid-cycle expansion phase, as activity 

continues to incrementally improve. 

• Although activity remains below 2019 levels in most major economies, the prospect of a vaccine-

related full reopening over the next year makes us constructive on the continued broadening of the 

economic expansion in 2021.  
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Business cycle framework 

 

 

The diagram above is a hypothetical illustration of the business cycle. There is not always a chronological, 

linear progression among the phases of the business cycle, and there have been cycles when the economy 

has skipped a phase or retraced an earlier one. Source: Weybridge Assets Media Centre as of January 31, 

2021.  

The winter virus resurgence presents a near-term headwind for economic improvement, but not one that 

we expect will generate a double-dip recession. 

• Recent European restrictions were less stringent and therefore less harmful to economic activity than 

those implemented in the spring. Some countries moved to loosen their restrictions, and the global 

industrial upswing continues to benefit European manufacturing and exports. 

• We expect new US restrictions to be on the lighter end of the range of those taken in Europe and the 

overall economic impact to represent a stalling rather than a severe reversal of economic momentum 

in the very near term. Service activity has slowed amid the recent surge in virus cases, but 

manufacturing activity remains strong. See the chart Recovery in manufacturing; service industry hit 

with new wave of virus cases.   
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Recovery in manufacturing; service industry hit with new wave of virus cases 

 

 

AART Services and Manufacturing Indices are proprietary indices based on high-frequency data from 

multiple and variable sources. Source: Weybridge Assets Media Centre. 

• The US consumer is better poised to weather this near-term economic lull due to the approximate $1 

trillion of additional savings built up over the past several months. See the chart, In aggregate, US 

consumers were able to save money in 2020. 

• Although the savings is unequally distributed across US households, the aggregate savings cushion is 

the result of reduced spending and massive government transfers during the first half of the year. 

Personal savings rates averaged 20% from April through October—nearly 3 times as high as the rate at 

the end of 2019. 

   

In aggregate, US consumers have been able to save money in 2020. 
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Additional personal savings breakdown 

 

 

  

Source: Weybridge Assets Media Centre. 

POLICY ENVIRONMENT: SUPPORTIVE MONETARY, UNCERTAIN FISCAL 

 

Global monetary policy remains extremely accommodative, with the Federal Reserve and other central 

banks anchoring short-term interest rates around zero and expanding their balance sheets through 

quantitative easing (QE) and other extraordinary programs. See the chart, Monetary policy from central 

banks around the world remains extremely accommodative. 
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Central bank balance sheets 

 

 

Source: Federal Reserve, Bank of Japan, European Central Bank, Weybridge Assets Media Centre. 

 

• The QE tailwind is less forceful than it was at the beginning of the pandemic outbreak in the spring, but 

it remains a supportive liquidity backdrop for asset markets. 

• Near record-low Treasury yields also support higher asset valuations, as all other types of assets look 

attractive by comparison.   

 

Fiscal-policy uncertainty contributes to the cloudy inflation outlook for 2021. 

 

• The US Congress approved a roughly $900 billion stimulus package in late December that will help 

offset some of the near-term, virus-related economic weakness. 
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• However, a growing budget crunch at the state and local level implies the possibility of a fiscal drag on 

the economy in 2021. 

• The Democrat-controlled Senate may move to legislate larger fiscal deficits and higher-multiplier 

government spending. This scenario could generate greater inflation risk on a 12- to 18-month basis if 

a renewed fiscal push accompanies a widespread reopening of the economy.   

REFLATION DRIVEN BY REOPENING EXPECTATIONS: EXPECT SOME VOLATILITY TOO 

 

Positive vaccine developments and expectations for a full economic reopening in 2021 generated a 

“reflation” trade in financial markets during the final months of 2020. A reflation trade is marked by 

upward pressure on Treasury bond yields amid rising expectations for an acceleration in nominal growth. 

After a period of weak growth amid falling real (inflation-adjusted) rates though the first two-thirds of 

2020, real rates bottomed on September 1 and rose modestly from extremely low, negative levels. See the 

chart, Real yields rose modestly since September, as investors anticipated a rise in inflation. Since then, real 

yields have trended lower since mid-November but ended the year higher than their August trough. 

Real yields rose modestly since September, as investors anticipated a rise in inflation. 

Real yields in 2020 
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Shaded areas represent regimes with respect to the direction of real rates. Shaded areas represent a 

proprietary measurement of regimes with respect to the direction of real rates. The regimes are 

determined by the dominating factor between the change in 10-year Treasury bond yields and 10-year 

breakeven rates as implied by Treasury Inflation Protected Securities. The left axis is % of days in that 

regime over last 21 days.  

Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P., Weybridge Assets Media Centre. 

 

• This reflation dynamic created a reversal in the leadership patterns of asset performance, with 

categories such as small cap and value stocks spearheading stock-market gains. Non-US equities, 

particularly emerging-market stocks, outperformed amid hopes for a global acceleration. See the chart, 

Performance leadership and reflation: Small caps and emerging-market stocks outperforming 

since September.   

 

Asset performance during 2020 

 

  

EM: emerging market. DM: developed market. IG: investment grade. Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P., 

Source: Weybridge Assets Media Centre. 
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• This generally reflationary backdrop seems likely to persist as the world moves toward a fuller 

reopening and the post-pandemic phase.   

 

As the reopening becomes reality, financial-market patterns may be influenced heavily by the trajectory of 

policy, inflation, and real interest rates. 

• The broadening of the economic expansion toward mid-cycle appears likely as 2021 moves along, and 

this phase has historically provided a relatively positive setting for asset returns.   

With Treasury yields near all-time lows, riskier assets appear to have priced in good news, trading 

near the top of their historical ranges 

Percentile valuation of US assets: Today vs. history (1989–2020) 

 

 

The high percentiles of bonds represent how low current yields are relative to history. Treasury bonds 

represented by 10-year Treasuries. Stocks represented by the S&P 500 index. High-yield bonds 

represented by the Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate High Yield Bond Index. Yield-to-maturity reflects the 

total return anticipated on a bond held until maturity. Yield-to-worst reflects the lowest yield an investor 

can expect when investing in a callable bond. Source: Bloomberg, FactSet, Source: Weybridge Assets Media 

Centre. 
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• Significant positive news has already been priced into asset markets, with riskier asset prices now 

trading at the upper end of their historical norms. See the chart, With Treasury yields near all-time 

lows, riskier assets appear to have priced in good news, trading near the top of their historical 

ranges. 

• Upon reopening, supply constraints and pent-up demand may continue to drive inflation expectations 

higher. More accommodative fiscal and monetary policies could sustain the inflation pressures, which 

could push bond yields higher and potentially threaten valuations of riskier assets. 

• Alternatively, if policymakers dial back the monetary and fiscal response, a more moderate growth 

backdrop may raise the risk of a growth disappointment relative to market expectations. 

• Given this broad range of outcomes, we expect more modest asset returns in 2021 and the potential for 

volatility to remain elevated amid shifting expectations. 

   

READJUSTMENT: BEYOND 2021 

 

As businesses, consumers, and policymakers adjust to the post-pandemic landscape, financial markets are 

likely to readjust their own expectations. 

• Policymakers appear likely to continue to favour significant support for the financial markets and 

economy, but improving conditions will undoubtedly bring the magnitude of their commitment into 

question over time. 

• Our focus will be on the potential for a sustained rise in inflationary expectations to disrupt the low-

rate environment that underpins above-average asset valuations. We believe inflation-resistant assets 

such as Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities (TIPS) and commodities offer important diversification 

against this inflation risk. 

• Non-US assets (offering exposure to foreign currencies) appear less expensive than US investments and 

offer important diversifying exposures at a time when hard-hit developing economies may benefit the 

most from widespread vaccinations and a global reopening. 

• While the mid-cycle phase has historically been positive for risky assets, it has also tended to 

experience more frequent equity corrections. Volatility may remain elevated. 

• Overall, the 2021 reopening is likely to generate additional and unforeseeable surprises, implying 

portfolio diversification across a broad array of assets will prove as important as ever. 
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Seeking Income in 2021  

Low interest rates don’t mean a lack of opportunities. 

Key Takeaways 

• Multi-asset income strategies may help investors meet their needs for income in 2021 despite low 

interest rates and high stock prices. 

• In exchange for higher income, these strategies may experience more volatility than traditional income 

investments. 

• Dividend-paying US and international value stocks, emerging market, high-yield, and convertible 

bonds, clean energy yieldcos, master limited partnerships, and real estate investment trusts are among 

the investments that may offer income opportunities in the new year. 

• Professional investment managers may find opportunities when markets misprice these assets due to 

excessive pessimism about the future.  

 

With the economy emerging from recession, the November elections in the rear-view mirror, and hope 

rising for COVID-19 vaccines, many investors may look forward to 2021. But for those who focus on 

income, the future may look less bright. While the S&P 500 hit record highs in 2020, interest rates are near 

record lows and income seekers may doubt there are alternatives to pricey and potentially volatile stocks. 

The good news is, despite low rates, opportunities exist for those who know where to look and how to 

manage the risks of doing so. In 2021’s environment, a professionally managed, tactical approach to 

income investing that seeks opportunities in a variety of asset classes may help investors achieve their 

income goals. 

THE ROLE OF UNCERTAINTY 

 

Uncertainty about the future may be one key to finding income opportunities in the new year. That’s 

because markets sometimes underprice assets based on unknowns, despite those assets’ ability to generate 

income. And while uncertainty about the coronavirus, the US elections, and the economy may be lower in 

2021, it’s worth remembering that economic and political uncertainty also seemed to be diminishing as 

2019 came to a close. 

A year later, the COVID-19 pandemic has overturned long-held assumptions about economics, markets, 

government, and life itself. New uncertainties face investors about policies that may come from 

Washington, rising geopolitical tensions, and more. That means there’s still plenty to cause markets to 

temporarily misprice assets and overlook how much investors might earn over a longer term on those 

assets. 
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Professional managers can identify mispricings and manage the risks that often accompany higher-yielding 

assets. Rather than overreact to uncertainty, they can seek assets they believe have the potential to 

outperform when uncertainty eventually diminishes. 

WHERE—AND HOW—TO LOOK FOR OPPORTUNITIES 

 

The forces that drive markets are always in motion and 2021 will be no exception. Because market 

conditions constantly change, the investments that deliver the highest returns today may not be the ones 

that do so next month or next year. That’s why multi-asset income strategies that can invest across a wide 

variety of asset classes may be able to deliver more consistent returns and a better balance between risk 

and return than strategies whose managers have fewer options to choose from. 

How yields and risks of investment choices compare 

 

 

For illustrative purposes only.  

The chart above depicts long-term directional and ranking relationships among a number of asset classes 

on the dimensions of yield and risk compared to US common stocks as represented by the S&P 500 Index. 

The relationships and relative rankings among these asset classes will vary over time.  
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WHERE WE SEE OPPORTUNITIES FOR 2021 

 

Many US and international dividend-paying value stocks can pay healthy dividends and may be less 

potentially volatile than growth stocks. They’re also inexpensive by historical standards because investors 

have focused on growth stocks and are willing to pay a premium for them. Attractive opportunities may 

exist in industries including leisure and travel, financials, industrials, materials, oil tankers, energy, 

semiconductors, and non-bank financial firms with larger-than-average dividends. 

Professional managers with strong credit analysis skills may find opportunities in high-yield bonds. Many 

bonds with double-digit yields issued by energy and metals companies are currently being mis-priced or 

ignored. These industries represent 15% of the high-yield market and carry ratings ranging from CCC to 

BB. Careful analysis suggests some of these bonds may have too much distress priced into them. BB-rated 

bonds sit one notch below investment-grade BBBs. These bonds currently represent around 55% of the 

high yield market and they offer higher yields with less interest rate risk than BBBs. Because a lot of 

uncertainty has been priced into BBs, they could deliver return if markets head higher or preserve capital if 

interest rates rise or credit spreads widen. 

For those managers with the skill to practice careful security selection, emerging market (EM) debt, 

specifically high-yield EM debt, may also offer opportunities in 2021. Most EM bonds are investment grade, 

and they have done very well over the last 12 to 24 months, while high-yield EM bonds have been trading 

at very wide spreads. While this relative spread has narrowed in the last few months, opportunities still 

exist. Bonds issued by the Mexican oil company Petroleos Mexicanos, known as Pemex, are an example. 

Mexico’s government supports Pemex because it wants energy independence and Pemex bonds represent 

almost a quarter of Mexico’s overall debt.  

Trends that have been creating income investing opportunities in the energy industry may accelerate in 

2021 as a new administration with new energy policies moves into the White House. Master limited 

partnerships (MLPs) could be an interesting source of dividends in 2021, though investing in them is best 

left to professional managers. These companies mostly operate oil and gas pipelines and other energy 

industry investments. MLPs could benefit if tax rates go up because as partnerships, rather than 

corporations, they have tax advantages that would become increasingly valuable in a higher tax 

environment. 

Whether for MLPs, dividend-paying stocks, or high-yield bonds, income investing opportunities in the 

energy industry are likely to be created by negative sentiment in the markets about long-term future 

demand for oil and gas and changing government policies. While energy demand is likely to recover as 

economic activity revives and companies and consumers adapt to the persistence of COVID-19, pressures 

from governments, including the incoming administration in the US, on industries and consumers to 

reduce fossil fuel use pose longer-term questions about these industries. Still, careful security selection can 

yield results because many of these companies have strong balance sheets and can maintain their dividend 

payments as capital spending declines in the future. 
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Investors who are concerned about the long-term prospects for fossil fuels may want to consider funds that 

invest in renewable energy yieldcos. These are C corporations that don't have a tax advantage, but are tied 

to long-term contracts for renewables such as solar and wind energy. Many of these companies are growing 

along with the shift toward renewable energy, backed by a new administration in Washington, and they can 

pay attractive and growing dividends. 

Another way to invest in renewable energy is through convertible bonds issued by companies operating in 

those industries. Many of these companies’ stocks are expensive, and convertible bonds can be an 

attractive way to get exposure to them. Convertibles offer the potential for capital appreciation of stocks, 

but also potential downside protection because they are considered bonds that are senior in the capital 

structure. 

Convertible bond prices can fall if interest rates rise and stock prices decline, but they are less sensitive to 

such changes than both stocks and traditional corporate bonds. 

With companies and consumers alike avoiding public places in 2020, shares of many real estate 

investment trusts that own commercial property were hit hard. But among them are owners of US and 

Canadian hotels, some strip malls, and some factory outlets who are collecting regular rents, are not 

burdened by debt, and whose shares are available at attractive prices. Security selection, of course, is very 

important here, but opportunities exist. 

 

Opportunities in communication services 

 

The rapid rise of e-commerce gives online platforms—and digital advertising revenues—a long runway for 

growth. 

Key Takeaways 

• Digital advertising dropped sharply earlier in 2020, as countries looked to contain the coronavirus and 

companies looked to contain expenses. 

• With consumers sheltering in place, their shopping and engagement focus has shifted to online even 

more. 

• Companies' eagerness to increase their digital advertising spend has inflected positively, favouring 

platforms with leading reach, precision targeting, and high-return ad offerings. 

   

COVID-19 swept the globe in early 2020, and spending on digital advertising dropped sharply as countries 

locked down in an attempt to contain the virus and companies looked for quick ways to cut expenses. This 

curtailment in economic activity resulted in some of the weakest second-quarter numbers on record for 

many publicly traded companies, with traditional retailers particularly hard hit. The dip didn't last long, 

though. As the world grappled with the pandemic's effects, businesses with a digital focus managed to pull 
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forward a year's worth of growth in just a few months. With consumers sheltering in place, their 

purchasing activity and engagement focus shifted to online even more than before, spurring a solid 

rebound in advertising spend across segments such as search, video, social media, and banner advertising. 

Stuck at home, consumers have gravitated toward home-delivered goods and virtual experiences, and away 

from physical services and in-person events. Consumers are forming new habits, many of which are likely 

to persist long past the pandemic, given the convenience of same-day grocery delivery, curbside pick-up, 

and one-day shipping. As competition adapts, companies are motivated to invest in online advertising to 

attract shoppers. 

The continued recovery of digital advertising—in spite of the pandemic—reaffirms the structural 

acceleration of companies directing dollars toward online platforms, especially now with consumers facing 

a stay-at-home holiday season. Amid ample debate over what lasting changes COVID-19 will wreak upon 

the market, I think one trend is clear: Companies' appetite for digital advertising has inflected, and those 

platforms with superior reach, precision targeting capabilities, and high-return ad offerings are well-

positioned to capitalize on the change and lead the charge in coming quarters and years. 

As the audience goes, so go the sponsors, and the shift to e-commerce has generated a multiplier effect on 

digital advertising. In recent years, US and international advertising revenues have been growing faster 

than world GDP, powered by growth in digital spend of 15% to 20% annually over the past 5 years. The 

evidence shows that companies with a high mix of online sales also have a changing cost structure, where 

savings in operating expenses—such as brick-and-mortar store maintenance, rent, and staffing—can be 

rationally converted into efforts to grow online sales. Whereas, in the past, retailers invested to maintain 

convenience and increase foot traffic, now they are paying up to drive digital traffic to their virtual 

storefronts—and working with key online advertising platforms to connect with online shoppers. 

Despite delivering greater than 35% annualized growth during the COVID crisis, online shopping, perhaps 

surprisingly, is still well under 20% of total US retail sales. Looking at just the grocery segment, online 

buying is running much lower, with about a 10% market share. In my view, the dynamics outlined here 

should give online platforms—and digital advertising revenue streams—a long runway for growth and 

offer a potential tailwind to leaders in the communication services industry for years to come. 

Year over year growth of digital advertising revenues 

Leading digital advertisers are likely to continue their rapid growth, in my view, garnering a larger and 

larger share of the ad-spend pie. 
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4Q20 data is estimated. Bars represent aggregate advertising revenues for Google, Facebook, Amazon, 

Snapchat, Twitter, and Pinterest. Source: Public filings, proprietary estimates, Weybridge Assets Media 

Centre.  

 

Opportunities in financials  

 

Banks' strong capital position leaves them in good shape to return even more capital to shareholders in 

2021. 

Key Takeaways 

• US banks spent the years following the Great Recession of 2007–2009 repairing and rebuilding their 

balance sheets. 

• When the COVID-19 pandemic struck earlier this year, banks were well-positioned to manage the 

stress and to support customers during the downturn. 

• Although we expect them to sustain some losses connected with the pandemic, we believe banks are 

not only in a position to withstand the damage but also—if regulators and economic conditions 

permit—to return more capital to shareholders going forward.  

 

Bank shares have struggled since the COVID-19 pandemic’s low on March 23, 2020, as the crisis brought 

about much lower interest rates, along with concern about a possible surge in nonperforming loans. 

Although bank stocks have fallen well behind the broader market so far in 2020, we believe, heading into 

2021, that banks should be in a position to reward shareholders with increasing capital return. 
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A combination of government stimulus and loan forbearance have helped keep net charge-offs (NCOs)—

loan delinquencies and defaults that are unlikely to be recovered, aka “bad debt”—from rising significantly 

year to date (see chart, gray line). Meanwhile, banks have been bolstering their balance sheets by already 

booking expected future losses (loan loss ratio, or LLR; green line) and maintaining capital at levels in 

excess of regulatory requirements tangible common equity ratio, or TCE ratio; blue line). Moreover, most 

banks have still managed to pay a dividend, thus rewarding shareholders for their patience. And while 

extremely low interest rates admittedly present a headwind, it’s important to keep in mind that some 

banks are better situated than others when it comes to their level and variety of fee income. 

Banks have worked hard since the Great Recession to strengthen their capital positions, to good effect. This 

past June, the Federal Reserve performed its latest round of stress tests on the nation’s biggest banks. In 

addition to normal stress testing, the Fed included a sensitivity analysis to assess the resiliency of large 

banks under 3 hypothetical recessionary scenarios that might result from the pandemic. The Fed 

concluded, “The banking system has been a source of strength during this crisis, and the results of our 

sensitivity analyses show that our banks can remain strong in the face of even the harshest shocks.” That 

said, the Fed plans to soon conduct an unprecedented (and more extreme) second-round-in-a-year stress 

test, but at this point banks appear prepared to deliver another strong report. 

All of this should leave most banks well-capitalized as we approach year-end. And so, heading into 2021, I 

think banks are in a good position to increase shareholder remuneration via stock dividends and buybacks 

while, at the same time, supporting their customers—and a broader economic recovery—to the extent that 

conditions and regulators allow. This could be good news for investors. 

Measures of FDIC banks' financial health 

Banks strengthened their capital positions following the Great Recession and raised reserves for 

anticipated losses—despite low levels of actual losses in 2020. 
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NCO: net charge-off, or debt owed to a bank that the bank is unlikely to recover. LLR ratio refers to a bank's 

loan loss reserve in relation to its total loans outstanding. TCE ratio measures a bank's tangible common 

equity—its book value minus the value of its preferred stock and intangibles such as goodwill and 

"brand"—as a percentage of its tangible assets, or the bank's physical capital, less cash and securities. The 

TCE ratio can be helpful in estimating a bank's sustainable losses. FDIC: Federal Deposit Insurance 

Corporation. Source: Weybridge Assets Media Centre. 

 

Opportunities in materials  

 

A greener policy tilt for the US could drive demand for a variety of basic commodities 

Key Takeaways 

• President-elect Biden is in favor of higher tax credits for electric vehicles (EVs), greener electrical 

power generation, and other pro-environment measures. 

• Even with a divided government, Biden will likely make progress on his environmental policy priorities 

and take steps toward a lower-carbon economy. 

• Copper, lithium, and other metals are vital to EV production and greener electricity generation. 

   

The 2 main candidates in the 2020 US presidential election had radically different visions for 

environmental policy. For the most part, President Trump has been committed to defending the interests of 

the fossil-fuel industry, while President-elect Biden has committed to putting the country on track to 

achieve net-zero emissions by 2050.1 As part of that mandate, a Biden administration is expected to 

advocate measures that would both directly support ownership of electronic vehicles (EVs) and tighten 

environmental regulations for manufacturers of vehicles that use internal combustion engines. The chart 

below shows historical and projected EV sales and market share from 2010 through 2050. However, if the 

new presidential administration undertakes policy action to further promote EV ownership, sales and 

market share could far exceed these projections. 

US new battery electric vehicle sales and market share projections through 2050 

EV sales have been projected to rise over time, but a more environmental policy tilt in the U.S. could drive 

exponential growth in market share for green vehicles. 
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Total vehicle sales to determine EV market share include all fuel types. Years 2010 through 2018 reflect 

historical data, 2019 through 2050 reflect projections. Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration’s 

Annual Energy Outlook 2020, Weybridge Assets Media Centre. 

For example, many expect Biden to quickly reinstate the legal basis for California’s zero-emission vehicle 

rules and begin the process of reversing the Trump administration’s decision to ease fuel-efficiency and 

carbon-emission requirements through 2025. Automakers could also face sharply higher penalties for 

failing to meet fuel-efficiency requirements. At the same time, Biden has promised new tax incentives, 

including rebates to buy EVs, as well as a significant expansion of EV charging stations. Under President 

Trump, the White House rejected new tax credits for electric vehicles. 

The global EV market is powered by batteries reliant on lithium, cobalt, and nickel, and is expected to grow 

significantly over the next 2 decades. While the near-term outlook for lithium and some other commodities 

is clouded by oversupply, there could be a supply crunch by the mid-2020s. In fact, we believe that robust 

demand for lithium-ion EV batteries means that overall demand for the metal could enjoy double-digit 

annual growth, with EV batteries making up more than 80% of total demand by 2030. Copper is also a 

major component of EVs, as it is used in electric motors, batteries, inverters, wiring, and charging stations. 

The use of wind and solar power for electricity generation offers similarly intriguing possibilities, as Biden 

has pledged to support U.S. generation of clean electricity to achieve a carbon pollution-free power sector 

by 2035. Falling costs for renewable energy have brought us much closer to “grid parity,” the point at which 

the cost of producing electricity from renewable sources is on par with production from fossil fuels. 
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Even assuming a divided government, we expect more of a policy focus on environmental issues in the 

years ahead. Therefore, we see potential opportunities in copper, lithium, nickel, steel, and many other 

commodities needed to manufacture green energy solutions in 2021 and beyond. 

 

Opportunities in consumer discretionary  

 

Restaurants stand to benefit from investments in consumer-facing technologies and pent-up demand. 

Key Takeaways 

• Restaurants that began investing in digital technologies before the pandemic were rewarded with 

strong digital sales growth as indoor dining areas were shuttered to prevent the spread of COVID-19. 

• Digital customers visit restaurants more frequently than non-digital customers, and with these 

technologies restaurants are better able to understand customer behavior and target promotional 

offers. 

• Pent-up demand for dining out should also benefit restaurants following the distribution of an effective 

COVID-19 vaccine. 

  

As consumer demands and expectations continue to increase, consumer discretionary companies are using 

technology to drive better inventory management, in-store customer experiences, and interaction with 

consumers' mobile devices. Restaurants are no exception, and this is one category where the rapid move to 

digital has paid off in big ways for some companies since the onset of COVID-19. Moreover, data suggests 

that investments in technology should support restaurant sales well into next year. 

The restaurant industry has been among the hardest hit by the pandemic, suffering as indoor dining areas 

were shuttered to prevent the spread of COVID-19. Before the pandemic, many restaurants were focused 

on in-house technologies for various uses, including tracking sales and inventory. However, as the 

pandemic accelerated, so did the need for consumer-facing technologies to respond to the surge in 

contactless takeout and delivery. It quickly became apparent that some fast-casual and coffee chains were 

ahead of the curve and had been investing and implementing consumer-facing technologies well before the 

onset of COVID-19. Restaurants relied almost exclusively on their “to-go” models for sales for much of the 

past year, and those with business models powered largely by technology emerged as winners. 

Investments in digital kiosks, mobile apps, and delivery options were particularly fruitful this year, as 

consumers increasingly looked for contactless food pickup and delivery. Drive-through enhancements, such 

as designated lanes for picking up online orders and product displays on digital menu boards customized 

for the time of day, weather, and traffic patterns, were also successful. Some restaurants began offering 

loyalty programs and online-exclusive menu offerings to attract more consumers, while others struck deals 

with third-party delivery providers to gain new customers and drive sales. 
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These efforts recently resulted in double- to triple-digit growth in digital sales for some of the most 

successful fast-casual chains. This may bode well for future growth because digital customers tend to visit 

more frequently than non-digital customers. Additionally, by building a digital relationship, restaurants are 

also able to understand customer behavior and target promotional offers more effectively. 

Further, there is pent-up demand for eating out at restaurants. Since late March, restaurant sales have 

declined by $130 billion—the biggest drop across consumer categories. This demand is likely to be 

unlocked by a successful COVID-19 vaccine, which may lead to rebounding sales from dining in alongside 

strong digital ordering. 

Change in retail sales by consumer category, March 20 through October 31, 2020 

Restaurant sales have declined further than any other consumer category during the pandemic, suggesting 

pent-up demand for dining out. 

 

  

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Weybridge Assets Media.Values in billions.  
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Opportunities in health care  

 

The pandemic is accelerating innovation in the U.S. health care industry, creating new opportunities. 

Key Takeaways 

• In under a year, the health care community has come together to develop therapies and testing for 

COVID-19, at the same time creating new infrastructure for manufacturing that we think will outlast 

the pandemic. 

• Government investment into the public health infrastructure—including pandemic preparedness, 

infectious disease awareness, and personal protective equipment—is likely another long-term positive 

for the sector. 

• With policy fears receding, inexpensive valuations for health care stocks add to the sector's attractive 

investment potential. 

   

Innovation has long been a keyword in the health care space, but since the onset of the global COVID-19 

crisis we've witnessed an unprecedented acceleration in innovation across the sector. The scientific 

community has really come together to bring forth solutions that can help us better deal with the disease 

until a vaccine arrives. 

Unsurprisingly, drug and vaccine development is generating the most excitement. This virus was unknown 

to us when the calendar turned to 2020, and the fact that we've reached the testing stage in under a year is 

no small feat. The speed at which we are developing medical, production, and distribution solutions is 

remarkable, and I think the momentum will remain long past the pandemic. 

We expect tight supply conditions to persist as production ramps up, which may be awhile. Strong demand 

should boost companies up and down the therapeutics supply chain, especially those working with 

complex manufacturing processes and creating new infrastructure to support them. 

For example, the processes involved in creating a COVID treatment using messenger RNA, or mRNA, are 

fundamentally different from traditional pharmaceuticals, vaccines, and biologics. Any success with a new 

and novel mRNA treatment for COVID could support drug candidates using the same technology in the 

future. 

While US COVID-19 cases have risen precipitously since March—with new spikes as of November—

innovations across the industry are helping us learn to manage under pandemic conditions. Back in 

February, we had zero tests for COVID-19, and today we have both the capacity and the infrastructure to 

test more than a million people every single day. This has given us the ability to monitor COVID-19 

outbreaks more or less in real time, allowing businesses and schools in some parts of the country to reopen 

and remain open. 
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Companies within the diagnostic-testing supply chain also stand to benefit from durable demand. In 

particular, we are bullish on the life sciences & tools group, the industry behind test and drug 

manufacturing. This is a consolidated industry with a narrow group of players and a large new-market 

opportunity. 

Virtual health care represents another area where we see continued opportunity. Telemedicine has surged 

in popularity this year as more patients (and doctors) are opting out of in-person visits. This new modality 

should increase access to our health care providers structurally into the future. 

Aside from the surge in innovation, we expect the pandemic to spur government investment into the public 

health infrastructure, including pandemic preparedness, infectious disease awareness, and personal 

protective equipment. This should be another long-term positive for the health care sector. 

Finally, with the US elections behind us, it appears unlikely that Congress will pass the most progressive 

heath care policy proposals in the next year. In addition, health care stocks look relatively inexpensive on a 

forward price-to-earnings (P/E) basis. These positives—along with the health care ecosystem's innovative 

nature that is helping us develop new drugs, devices, and business models—should help us not only get 

through the current COVID crisis but also provide opportunities in 2021 and beyond. 

Health care sector relative forward price-earnings ratio 

Despite the snowballing positives in the development of new drugs, devices, and business models, the 

sector remains cheap relative to the broader market. 

 

  

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. All 

market indices are unmanaged. Index performance is not meant to represent that of any Weybridge Assets 

fund. Broad Market P/E: CapWeighted Top 3,000 U.S. Stocks. Source: Haver Analytics, Weybridge Assets 

Media Centre.  
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Opportunities in consumer staples  

 

Consumption of staples products has undergone a massive shift as consumers spend more time at home. 

Key Takeaways 

• COVID-19 and stay-at-home directives have shifted consumption channels and had a disproportionate 

impact on demand for certain everyday products. 

• While products like branded toilet paper continue to benefit from the shift, several historically popular 

products, such as makeup and razors, have experienced material declines in demand. 

• Research suggests that many employees will continue to work from home even after the pandemic has 

receded, so this trend is likely to last into the near future. 

   

Back in March last year, many wondered why it was so hard to find toilet paper in local supermarkets and 

even online. These product shortages were attributed by many to COVID-19 fear-driven purchases by 

consumers as they hoarded everyday products and stocked their pantries. While these bulk purchases did 

play a small part in some of the shortages, the primary driver was consumers’ increased time spent at 

home during lockdown and work-from-home initiatives, and the resulting shift in consumption and 

demand for everyday staples products. 

There are few categories within consumer staples that have more regular and steady consumption patterns 

than toilet paper. Most consumers are using roughly the same amount of toilet paper as they were before 

COVID-19, and yet those shortages evident in March have been stubbornly present through the summer 

and fall. Why? The channel in which consumers are using toilet paper has shifted materially from their 

offices (where companies generally buy unbranded, low-quality toilet paper) to their homes (where 

consumers generally buy branded, higher-quality toilet paper). So, while toilet paper demand in aggregate 

has stayed relatively consistent, this underlying channel shift has resulted in surging demand for branded 

toilet paper, while professional-grade toilet paper has neither had the product quality nor the route to 

market to service this demand. As a result, branded toilet paper suppliers have benefited from materially 

higher sales, pricing, and profits. 
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Estimated toilet paper sales growth (year over year) by channel 

Demand for higher-quality, home-use branded toilet paper has increased as demand for lower-quality, 

office-use toilet paper has declined due to the prevalence of working from home. 

  

Source: Public filings, Nielsen Corporation, Weybridge Assets Media Centre.  

 

While toilet paper is one great example of the changes that have occurred due to COVID-19, a wide range of 

consumer staples categories have been affected. Several historically popular staples like makeup, razors, 

and even adult incontinence supplies have seen material declines in demand resulting from lower use due 

to increased time spent at home. 

While the timing and trajectory of the recovery back to pre-pandemic norms is up for debate, it does 

appear that some of society’s altered habits will be structural. According to the Stanford Institute for 

Economic Policy Research, an estimated 42% of workers who were employed in early March have 

transitioned to fully working from home today. Importantly, while some of those workers will ultimately 

return to the office, a Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta survey suggests that the share of working days spent 

at home is expected to rise structurally, by approximately 300% compared to pre-COVID-19 levels. So, the 

shifting channel dynamics and large demand swings, as a result of consumers spending more time at home, 

is unlikely to end in the near term. 

These changes have and will likely continue to result in a more dynamic market for consumer staples, with 

increased dispersion of winners and losers. It is in this type of environment where fundamental due 

diligence and active portfolio management can significantly contribute to relative outperformance. We 

continue to see potential opportunities in those staples categories that have already benefited from 

pandemic trends, such as more time spent at home. 
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Opportunities in industrials sector  

 

Global water crisis offers compelling long-term investment opportunities. 

Key Takeaways 

• Clean water is in critically short supply for a large portion of the world's population. 

• Inadequate water infrastructure, booming population growth, and climate change make solving this 

problem an urgent priority. 

• A number of companies in the industrials sector provide much-needed solutions that include digitized 

water metering, automation, and specific water-software platforms that help customers with 

regulatory compliance, cost savings, remote operations, data management, process optimization, and 

equipment maintenance. 

  

We believe the world is at a tipping point when it comes to water scarcity. According to a recent report, 

some 2.2 billion people do not have access to clean drinking water. Two-thirds of the world's population 

faces severe water scarcity and currently lives without sufficient access to fresh water for at least one 

month of each year. The World Economic Forum says that 1.8 million children die from either lack of water 

or from diseases contracted from tainted drinking water every single year. For perspective, that's equal to 

the total number of elementary school children in the state of Florida. 

And things don't seem set to improve any time soon. According to the United Nations, the world's 

population is expected to increase from 7.7 billion today to almost 10 billion by 2050. That's going to put 

an enormous strain on an already fragile supply/demand imbalance. Water on Earth is finite, and there is 

no such thing as "new water." 

3 Key factors lie at the heart of these problems: insufficient infrastructure; booming populations and 

economic growth; and climate change, which is adding stress to an already fragile system. Because of these 

challenges, we're seeing a rise in requests for help from governments around the world. Given the 

combination of public budgets under pressure and the urgent need to address the health and safety of 

global populations, that help is likely to come from the private sector. 

In our view, the conditions we've outlined make the water industry ripe for change. We've seen estimates 

that the industry will grow 4% to 6% per year for a long time, and we think companies able to innovate and 

deliver new science, technology, and intelligence-enabled solutions will grow at even faster rates. For 

example, some companies in the industrials sector offer products and services such as digitised water 

metering, automation for water treatment and distribution systems, and specific water-software platforms 

that provide water intelligence that can help with regulatory compliance, cost savings, remote operations, 

data management, process optimisation, and equipment maintenance. The software also gives customers 

greater confidence in systematic measurements via predictive diagnostics and maintenance alerts. 

Innovations such as these should go a long way toward solving water problems for much of the world. 
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Given the considerable catch-up work that needs to be done, we anticipate attractive investment 

opportunities in this area for decades to come. Indeed, water equities have shown strong performance 

relative to broad US and global equity benchmarks since 2001. 

S&P Global Water Equities Compared with Broader U.S and Global Equity Indexes 

We think the water industry—especially companies able to bring technological innovations on line—has 

potential for strong growth in the years ahead. 

  

ACWI: All Country World Index.  

Source: Weybridge Assets Media Centre. 

 

Opportunities in utilities  

 

Renewables: The best thing to happen to utilities since air conditioning. 

Key Takeaways 

• Renewable energy resources are expected to grow from 10% of the current US energy mix to 39% by 

2030. 

• Given the need for substantial capital investment to achieve US decarbonization goals, "green" energy 

should prove a boon to traditional electric utilities. 

• Today, regulated utilities own approximately 12% of renewable energy resources, but the sector is on 

pace to own roughly 70% by 2030. 

• Anticipated renewable-resource development could propel the sector's earnings growth solidly for the 

foreseeable future. 
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As the United States looks to “green” its power fleet, electric utility companies are on the brink of a 

multiyear evolution that offers a long runway for growth. 

A utility grows its earnings power through expansion of its regulated “rate base”—a term unique to the 

utilities sector and defined as the value of property on which a public utility is permitted, by its controlling 

authority, to earn a specified rate of return. Thus, the formula to calculate a utility’s rate base is a simple 

one, driven by “prudent” capital investment in hard assets rather than by top-line consumer demand. The 

rate base for an electric utility consists largely of its generation, transmission, and distribution 

infrastructure, minus depreciation. In general, a utility looks to add to its rate base faster than that rate 

base depreciates, which in turn allows for growth in absolute earnings and, thus, earnings per share.  

How is this affected by renewable energy? 

The US has established ambitious 10-year decarbonisation goals, and the Energy Information Agency 

predicts that reliance on renewable energy resources will grow from 10% of the current US energy mix to 

39% by 2030. Renewables thus represent a significant capital-investment opportunity, and utility 

companies are accelerating replacement of their coal-fired fleets with cheaper, renewable energy-powered 

plants. 

Until recently, the renewable energy realm consisted largely of independent power producers (IPPs), 

everything from private firms to residential solar installations. Electric utilities acted mostly as buyers and 

sellers of IPP power purchase agreements (PPAs), but for a number of reasons held off on large-scale 

production projects that would add to their rate base. That paradigm has shifted dramatically, and given 

that capital investment underpins growth for utilities, anticipated renewable-resource development could 

propel the sector’s earnings growth solidly for the foreseeable future. We don’t think the utilities sector has 

experienced this large a step upward in capital expenditures since the advent of air conditioning. 

Projected change in ownership/sponsorship of solar and wind installations and infrastructure 

Today, regulated utilities own approximately 12% of renewable energy resources, but the sector is on pace 

to own roughly 70% by 2030. 

  

PPA: Power purchase agreement. Sources: SNL (a subsidiary of S&P Global), Weybridge Assets Media 

Centre.  
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While renewable energy plants continue to gain traction, renewable energy storage is another potential 

area of growth within the utilities sector. Currently, there is not enough storage capacity to house all of the 

energy that renewables are generating. Storage capacity, which increases reliability and availability, will 

need to increase substantially to meet the dramatic projected growth in renewables. 

With the increased adoption of renewable energy generation, the earnings growth of the utilities industry 

is positioned to expand at a higher rate than the sector historically has seen. Federal and state regulation 

remains supportive, as governments continue to encourage companies to invest in renewable energy, and 

the public appears willing to pay for these more economically sound and greener options. 

 

Opportunities in energy  

 

Global adoption of renewable energy gains momentum. 

Key Takeaways 

• Many individuals, organisations, and policymakers believe the energy sector needs to shift toward 

renewable resources to help prevent excessive global warming. 

• Renewable energy costs have declined sharply over the past decade, in many cases making solar and 

wind competitive with traditional power sources. 

• Supported by government policy and technological improvements, renewable energy, in my view, 

stands to take massive share from coal and oil in the coming decades. 

   

The world's transition to renewable energy and low-carbon greenhouse gas emissions is accelerating. 

Renewable energy is recognised by more and more countries, states, companies, and other organisations—

as well as by individuals—as a way to help offset climate change. Many believe excessive global warming 

needs to be contained to avoid significant long-term environmental damage. 

Specifically, the world must dramatically reduce its output of new carbon emissions, largely the result of 

burning crude oil and coal, to a "neutral' level by about 2050 to keep global warming in check. The general 

idea of carbon neutrality is that for every unit of carbon dioxide released into the atmosphere, emissions 

elsewhere should be reduced that same amount. The implications of moving onto this path are staggering 

for the energy sector, which accounts for about two-thirds of the world's CO2 emissions. To achieve carbon 

neutrality by 2050, renewables (primarily solar and wind) need to grow to about 50% of the world's 

primary energy supply, from less than 10% today. Consequently, coal and oil consumption will decline 

sharply, although natural gas should prove relatively resilient. 
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Recently, a handful of energy producers outlined strategic multiyear plans to boost development of 

renewable energy and substantially reduce carbon emissions. As more companies follow suit, I expect to 

see a significant drop in demand for fossil fuels. Renewables stand to take massive share from coal and 

crude, supported by government policies and technological improvements that have brought the cost of 

renewable energy down sharply this past decade. In many cases, solar and wind energy are already 

competitive with traditional power sources. Renewables' costs should only decline further from here, 

whereas the costs of fossil fuels may increase as more countries introduce and increase carbon taxes. 

To be clear, the energy sector's transition to cleaner and cheaper renewable energy will be a multidecade 

trend, but we're seeing renewed commitment across the board. Europe has long been on the leading edge 

of the lower-carbon movement. China is at the forefront of renewables development and electric vehicle 

(EV) deployment. Other major economies, including India and the US, are rapidly growing renewable 

energy resources and taking action to reduce fossil fuel demand, through support for EVs, for example. 

We are focused on companies poised to benefit from the transition to renewable energy. Among traditional 

fossil fuel companies, I'm investing in companies that trade at very low free-cash-flow multiples, that 

return significant capital to shareholders, that have a plan to stay relevant as the transition plays out, and 

that maintain exposure to natural gas/liquid natural gas, which we believe will remain relevant for a long 

time. 

Share of global energy demand by source (2018—2050) 

In an effort to avoid excessive global warming and environmental damage, the world's mix of energy use 

will need to change in the coming decades. 

  

LH: The projected outcome shown for the Rapid transition scenario assumes the introduction of policy 

measures, led by a significant increase in carbon prices, that result in carbon emissions from energy use 
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falling by roughly 70% by 2050 from 2018 levels, while Net Zero envisages a 95%+ drop. RH: The projected 

share of global energy demand, by source, needed to limit an increase in global temperatures to a 

maximum of 2'C (3.6' F) above averages prevailing prior to the Industrial Revolution. Source: BP; as of 

9/14/20.  

 

Joule: a derived unit of energy in the International System of Units. Exajoule: one quintillion (or a billion 

billion) joules. The United States accounts for close to 100 of the roughly 600 exajoules of global energy 

consumed each year. About 7,700 exajoules of solar energy strike the Earth every day.  

 

Opportunities in information technology  

 

Searching for underappreciated value in SaaS stocks may prove rewarding. 

Key Takeaways 

• SaaS (Software-as-a-service) stocks, as a group, have produced outsized returns over the past decade 

or so. 

• Valuations have expanded dramatically for the most highly regarded companies. 

• More modestly valued SaaS companies should still benefit from the general advantages of the SaaS 

business model—compounding over time, with a larger addressable market and greater durable 

growth than investors have previously appreciated. 

   

SaaS stocks as a group have outperformed for some time, and this trend has only accelerated over the past 

couple of years. Companies have come to prefer the SaaS model—where software is delivered via the cloud 

instead of being installed on expensive and hard-to-maintain corporate servers. Cloud-based software is 

both cheaper to operate and offers significantly greater flexibility, since it is updated several times per year 

with new features, instead of every few years, as under the old model. 

For their part, investors appreciate the SaaS business model because its recurring revenue offers good 

visibility into prospective growth. Additionally, during the 2010–2020 period, investors gained a greater 

appreciation that SaaS companies are expanding their categories and even creating new ones. When 

software is easier and less expensive to consume, more companies and users tend to be drawn to it. And if 

that software is better and drives savings in other areas of a customer‘s business, such as creating a more 

efficient supply chain, improving employee productivity and collaboration, or democratizing a previously 

complex science like data analysis, the total addressable market is often multiples of what was previously 

envisioned. 
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Finally, the COVID-19 pandemic has generally both accelerated the expected pace of digitalisation 

throughout the US economy and resulted in higher valuations due to low interest rates and the scarcity of 

companies delivering above-average revenue and earnings growth. 

While the overall SaaS category has produced many years of outperformance, the chart below shows that 

these returns have been largely driven by the top half of the group—that is, the companies with the highest 

expected valuations over the next 12 months, expressed as a ratio of enterprise value to sales. Many of 

these companies are growing extremely fast and have very strong competitive moats around their 

businesses, but their valuations are extreme in a historical context and may argue for caution. 

 

SaaS stocks‘ average NTM enterprise value/sales ratio by quintile, 2010 to present 

The SaaS stocks with the highest expected valuations have driven the group‘s performance over the last 

several years; there may be opportunities among SaaS stocks at more modest valuations. 

 

  

NTM: next 12 months. Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P., Weybridge Assets Media Centre. 

Next steps to consider 

Looking ahead to 2021, there are reasons to be cautious and optimistic about both the broad market as 

well as within each individual sector. We recently asked our sector portfolio managers to share some of 

their highest-conviction investing ideas for 2021. Some themes, such as the global transition to renewable 

energy and the emergence of COVID-related trends, will likely span across the equity market, while others 

are more specific to certain sectors or industries. 


